REPLACING CHIP DEFLECTOR

REDUCE RE-DRILLS
- Park the drill on sound/level ground.
- Raise to working height and level.
- Lower drill pipe to 200mm above ground.
- Make work area safe & isolate the drill.
- REMOVE CABLE TIES FROM CHAINS AND PULL THROUGH ALL ‘T’ BRACKETS

- REMOVE DEFLECTOR OVER DRILL BIT
- REUSE METAL PARTS ON NEW CHIP MAT

- WITH AT LEAST 2 PAIRS OF HANDS LIFT THE ‘HEAD’ OF THE DEFLECTOR OVER THE DRILL BIT
- Attach 3 chains into 3 'T' brackets adjusted too horizontal (same number of links will be required).

- The 'tail' is raised and chain adjusted too horizontal.
- Again, same number of chain lengths required.

- Finally, rock deflecter side to side to be sure the drill pipe is centered in the sheet for optimum wear life.
- Cable tie the chains to prevent movement while operating.